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Abstract 
Choudhury, S.R., Waveform relaxation techniques for linear and nonlinear diffusion equations, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 42 (1992) 253-267. 
A rece;l: class of multirate numerical algorithms, collectively referred to as waveform relaxation methods, is 
applied to the one-dimensional diffusion equation. The methods decouple different parts or blocks of the 
system in the time domain, effectively allowing each block to take the largest time-step consistent with its 
accuracy requirements. Significant speedup is obtained over the results using a composite Crank-Nicholson/ 
second-order backward Euler time-stepping scheme. Possible implementation strategies for the waveform 
reIaxation schemes to the diffusion equation in two dimensions are considered briefly. 
Keywords: Nonlinear diffusion, multirate behavior, spatial blocking, waveform relaxation. 
1. Introduction 
Lii. :ar and nonlinear diffusion equations arise in various branches of science and engineer- 
ing. Techniques for generating numerical solutions of such equations have been discussed in a 
wide range of settings [1,7-10,14-17,191 employing a variety of finite-difference, finite-element 
and spectral methods. Accurate and fast solutions of general nonlinear diffusion equations is of 
particular impor:ance in two- and three-dimeirsional process simulations for VLSI semiconduc- 
tor devices, as well as in diverse other areas. 
In this paper, we describe the application of a recent class of algorithms to the diffusion 
problem. These algorithms, known generical!y as waveform relaxation techniques for reasons 
that are elucidated later, were originally developed for VLSI circuit simulations employing 
coupled differential algebraic systems of equations [20,21]. The original algorithms attempted 
to take advantage of multirate behavior in the large differential algebraic system. Different 
parts or blocks in the system, evolving temporally at significantly different rates, were effec- 
tively decoupled in the time domain in much the same way as in multiple-scales perturbation 
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theory. The reJJtiant algorithms, which solved for function values over a time interval or 
window, allowed each block to take the largest possible time-step consistent with the specified 
accuracy tolerance, and independent of the time-step for ail other blocks in the system. Since 
the unknowns being solved for were function values over a time window and were given the 
name waveforms, and the system solve employed relaxation methods [11,18,22], the resulting 
algorithms were given the name Waveform Relaxation (WR) and Waveform Relaxation 
Newton (WRN), respectively. More recently, a new waveform relaxation algorithm called 
Newton Waveform Relaxation (NWR) has been developed and applied to VLSI circuit 
simulation problems [5,6]. Some details of the various waveform relaxation algorithms will be 
presented subsequently in the context of the diffusion problem. Also, the WR and WRN 
algorithms have recently been applied to systems of partial differential equations in the context 
of transient two-dimensional MOS device simulation 112,131 and electrical power systems 
simulation [4]. 
This paper discusses the application of the WR, WRN and NWR algorithms to both linear 
and nonlinear diffusion equations in one spatial dimension with homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions. Although standard, we mention for the sake of completeness that in our 
terminology nonlinear diffusion refers to the case where the diffusion coefficient is dependent 
on the local variable or quantity being solved for. For linear diffusion, the diffusion coefficient 
is independent of the local value of the unknown variable. The regular time-stepping scheme 
used is a composite trapezoidal rule/second-order backward difference (TRBDF) scheme (21, 
This is considered briefly in Section 2. The multirate behavior inherent in the diffusion 
equation is elucidated in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the strategies used in efficiently 
implementing the various waveform relaxation algorithms for the diffusion problem. The results 
obtained using the various waveform relaxation algorithms are compared to those using 
TRBDF time-stepping in Section 5. Note that the waveform relaxation solves also use TRBDF 
time-stepping, together with spatial blocking of the system and the use of time windows. For 
clarity, we will usually denote the regular TRBDF scheme as “TRBDF without blocking” 
subsequently in the text. Finally, directions in which the present work could be extended are 
discussed. 
2. Basic equations and regular time-stepping scheme 
The diffusion equation considered here is of the dimensionless form: 
(24 
on the interval x E [O, IO]. As an illustrative example, we employ homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
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relevant, for instance, to process simulation in remiconductor devices [7,16]. The subsequent 
discussions and techniques employed in this pap:1 may be modified for the case of homoge- 
neous Dirichlet boundary conditions quite straightforv x-dly. 
The regular time-stepping scheme employed here is a composite trapezoidal rule,‘sccond- 
order backward difference (TRBDF) scheme [2]. This scheme is very suitable for parabolic 
problems. For the problem 
dC 
$t = F(C), (2 3) . 
each step of length At consists of 
(a) a fractional step of length y At (from time level n to time level n + 7) using the 
trapezoidal rule (TR) 
c n+Y _. 1 yy AtF”+Y = C” -I- $7 AM”, (2 4) . 
followed by 
(b) a step of length dt using the values at time levels n and n + y and the second-order 
backward Euler (backward difference or BDF2) scheme: 
1-Y c c I’ + 1 - - A#“+’ = 
n+Y _ (1 _ +” 
2-Y r(2-r) l 
(2 5) . 
The equations (2.4) and (2.5) for the TR and BDF2 stages are nonlinear for nonlinear F. 
They are linearized using Newton’s method, yielding 
and 
[l-(s) Al(33’C;;‘= -G,,,,, 
c II + 1 (k+l) = c;;ct’ + sc;y. 
Here, k denotes the Newton iteration number, and 
G 
(1 - y)2C” 
BDF2”qp - gl+;) + r(2 - - ?) 
(2 6) . 
(2.8) 
(2 9) . 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
are the residuals for the TR and BDF2 steps, respectively. 
The choice of the fractional number y is somewhat arbitrary. For cases where the solution is 
relatively smooth and gradually changing, 
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and the choice 
1-Y 
+y=- 
2-Y 
or y=2-fi 
reduces the Jacobians (the left-hand sides of (2.6) and (2.8)) to the same form [2]. This enables 
one to reuse the Jacobian for the TR step for the BDF2 step, thereby avoiding having to redo 
.$e expensive LU decomposition of the Jacobian matrix for the BDF2 step. The above method 
is referred to as Richardson TRBDF and is the method we use for the diffusion problem. The 
choice y = 2 - fi also minimizes the local truncation error of the TRBDF method [2]. 
The diffusion problem (2.1) is reduced to the form (2.3) by discretizing the spatial derivatives 
. pproDriately. We discretize the right-hand side of (2.1) using finite differences and the 
one- ensional version of the box method [3]. This preserves the conservation form of the 
c&inal equation. For 
Gis yields at the ith gridpoint: 
1z;:= [ Di+l/*( f)i+,, -Di-~,*~~)i_,,~,Ax 
(Di +Di+I)(Ci+l -Ci)/Ax- (Di-1 +Di)(Ci-Ci_I)/Ax 
2 Ax 
. (2.12) 
Here, we have used linear interpolation to obtain the values of the diffusion coefficient at the 
midpoints of the gridpoints: 
Oi+ 112 z $(Di +Di+l), (2.13a) 
Di- 112 ~ ~(Di_, +Di). (2.13b) 
This also implicitly incorporates the usual physical assumption that the diffusion coefficient 
kneads only on the loca! values of the variable C. For N + 1 gridpoints in the discretized grid 
running from i = 0 (corresponding to x = 0) to i = N (corresponding to x = l), the resulting 
discretized equations become 
(C,)j=I;;:= 
(Oi + Di+t)(Ci+l -ci)-(Di-l +Di)(ci-ci-l) i= 1 2,...,N - 
2 Ax’ 9 
. 
1 
. 
(2.14) 
Incorporating Neumann boundary conditions in the standard way via the introduction of a 
fictitious mirror point [1,9,14], the equations at the boundary points of the grid are 
F, = 
(Do+D,)(G -Co) 
Ax2 
, 
FN = 
(DN+DN-wiv-1 -G) 
Ax2 
. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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Using (2.14)-(2X), the components (W/SC) of 1 ‘L 1 ..cobians (the left-hand sides of (2.6) 
and (2.8)) are 
65 
AX’,, = 6ij 
1 aDi 
j 
-t(Di+Di,l)-t(Di_l+Di)+zac(Ci~,-’Ci+Ci-,) 
I 1 
+s i+lj s(Di;Oi+~j+~~(Ci+,-C,) 
[ 
,I 
‘ii-1 I 
1 aDi- 
+ Si_l.j i(Di_1 + Dij - -- 
! 
1 2 aC (Ci-Ci_‘j,, i=l, 2,...,N- 1. 
i-l 
The quantities (W/K ) may also be computed by 
or functional derivative), and then discretizing the 
reduces to: 
first varying F (i.e., computing the Frechet 
resulting equations. The Frechet derivative 
(;)*=;(D;)+$(g*;), (2.18) 
(2.17) 
with * denoting whatever the derivative acts on. Discretizing this expression yields the 
alternative form for (6F/fW: 
SFi 
A$.- = 
SCj 
-Di+1/~-Di-_\~+ i+I,2(Ci+l -Ci) 
+ 6i+ *,j Di+ 112 
[ 
+ si_ I,j Di- 112 
i 
Both versions of (6F/SC) were tried 
to be identical, with the first version 
equations were varied. 
3. Multirate behavior 
(ci-ci-l) 
(C i+l - ci) 
i+1/2 1 
1 aD 
- 2 ac t-1
(ci-ci_1) , i=lJ,...,N-1. (2.19) 
i-1/2 I 
in the Jacobians of (2.6) and (2.8). The results turned out 
being marginally faster since there the actual discretized 
Equation (2.1) was solved using the TRBDF time-stepping scheme and a representative 
initial condition (initial profile concentrated near the left boundary where it was implanted), for 
example, 
C(x, t = 0) = 1.5 exp[ -2(x -- 1)2]. (3 1) . 
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Fig. 1. Time evolution for t E [0,2] of the concentration at various gridpoints for the linear diffusion equation, with 
the initial concentration profile given by (3.1). The “active” region is seen to expand quite slowly, with gridpoints 
60-100 remaining inactive over this time interval for the given initial conditions. 
The interval x E [O, lo] is divided into hi = 100 gridpoints. The results are shown in Figs. l-4 
for final time t = 2. Figures 1 and 2 are for the case of the linear di-ffusion equation where the 
diffusion coefficient has been scaled to unity. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the concentration 
C for c E [0, 21 at various gridpoints. Clearly, the concentrations at gridpoints 0 to 30 evolve 
much more rapidly than for the other gridpoints. For these points, the concentrations change 
quite rapidly for t E [0, OS], with the subsequent evolution being approximately linear in time. 
Concentrations at gridpoints 60-100 remain almost unchanged over the entire time interval. 
Figure 2 shows the concentration distribution over the spatial interval x E [0, lo] at five 
discrete time points. Clearly, at the boundary of the “active” and ‘“inactive” regions the slope is 
fairly small. Hence, this region is “quasi-active” and the active and inactive regions are fairly 
decoupled. Figures 3 and 4 
with 
I ci Pi = 2Ci exp 1.5 
shows the analogous behavior for the case of nonlinear diffusion 
+ 0.02. (3 2) . 
The behavior is still fairly similar with the active region being even smaller than for the case of 
linear diffusion. 
The above discussion and the behavior seen in Figs. l-4 imply that, for the one-dimensional 
diffusion equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, the spatial domain may 
be quite naturally blocked into an active region and an inactive region. In general, an additional 
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Fig. 2. The concentration profile over the spatial interval x E [0, lo] at times c = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 for the linear 
diffusion equation and initial conditions given by (3.1). The slope at the bourriary of the active region is quite small. 
Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 1 for the nonlinear diffusion equation, with the diffusion coefficient given by (3.2) and initial 
conditions given by (3.1). The “active” region now expands even more slowly, with gridpoints 50-100 remaining 
inactive ever the time interval t E [0,2] for the given initial conditions. 
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Fig. 4. The same as Fig. U 3 for the nonlinear diffusion equation with the diffusion coefficient given by (3.2) and initial 
conditions given by (3.1). The slope at the boundary of the active region is once again small. 
transition region, evolving at an intermediate rate, may be included. The size of the active 
region defends on both the initial profile and the final time of integration, and may be 
estimated from a plot similar to Fig. 1 or Fig. 3. 
4. Waveform relaxation algorithms 
4.1. Blocking and waveform time-stepping 
The discussion of the previous section motivates t e blocking and time-stepping scheme 
shown iq Fig. 5. The spatial region x E [O, IO] is split into a fast block consisting of gridpoints 0 
to N&V and a slow block comprising gridpoints NFast + 1 through N. Motivated by the earlier 
waveform relaxation ideas [4-6,12,13,20,21], and given the preceding discussion of the differen- 
tial yes of evolution of the fast and slow blocks for the diffusion problem, we consider the 
following time-stepping sequence. 
(a) Update fast block variables every time-step up to the end of a predetermined time 
window [O, T] comprising NW time-steps (T = NW At ). 
(b) Update the slow and fast block variables at the end of the time window. 
(c) Check for convergence. 
(d) Along the boundary node point Nfast + 1, interpolate linearly in time at internal points of 
the time window (taking the value at the end of the window to be equal to that at the beginning 
of the window the first time around). 
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Fig. 5. The blocking of the spatial grid, and the windowing and time-stepping scheme used for the waveform 
algorithms. 
The waveform time-stepping schemes thus all use the TRBDF scheme with blocking and 
with the fast block being updated much more frequently than the slow block(s). 
4.2. Block Waveform Relaxation (WU) and Waveform Relaxation NewtoE (WRN) algorithms 
The block Waveform Relaxation algorithm for the one-diffusion equation using the blocking 
and time-stepping strategy outlined above is shown below. Results concerning the convergence 
of the related WR algorithms for VLSI circuit simulation may be found in [12,20,21]. 
kc0 
Set initial waveform Co(t); t E [0, T] such that C”(0) = C,, 
repeat 
k+k+l 
forr=OtoT--At{ 
solve (C,)i = Fi, i = 0, N,,, , 
for C:(t), i = 0, Nfast, t E [0, T- At], 
with initial conditions Cl+(O) = Co,i 
1 
solve 
(C,)i = I;;., i = 0, N 
} until { 11 Ck - Ck-’ 11 < convergence criterion} 
Here, k is the iteration number. 
The solve steps in the block WR algorithm above involve linearizing the nonlinear system of 
equations as discussed in Section 2, and solving the resulting linear system of equations. From 
(2.6), (2.8) and (2.17) it is apparent that the matrix in the linear solve is tridiagonal in form. 
Hence, one could use LdNPACK tridiagonal solvers directly, or employ Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi 
iterative solves. We consider both types of solves in Section 5. 
As in earlier applications of the WR algorithm to systems of differential equations, the above 
algorithm converges to the correct solution of (2.14)-(2.16) for initial guesses consistent with 
the initial conditions. The following result makes this precise. 
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Theorem 1. Given a finite inter~~al [0, T], and an initial guess C”(t), t E [0, T], such that 
C’(O) = C,), the warefom sequence C: produced by the WR algorithm comerges to the exact 
solution of (2.14)-(2.16). 
The proof is analogous to the Picard-iteration-like proofs for WR with ordinary differential 
equations [20,21], and will not be presented here. One shows that the algorithm represents a 
contraction on a sufficiently short time interval fo, T]. 
The above result implies that the WR algorithm applied to the diffusion problem converges 
nonuniformly. In other words, convergence is first achieved over a small time interval, over 
which the algorithm represents a contraction, then over the next small interval, and 50 on 
[20,21]. The WR algorithm applied to the diffusion problem, does not show such nonuniZor<Z2 
tehavior. The reason is that the WR algorithm for the diffusion problem, as with particular 
circuit simulation problems 120,211, is a contraction in a uniform norm on any finite interJa1 
[O, T]. The proof is analogous to that in 120,211. 
While the regular TRBDF scheme without blocking is unconditionally stable, the stability 
with blocking, waveform time-stepping and linear interpolation is not guaranteed a priori. 
However, if this were not the case, the time-step restriction from stability considerations would 
prevent the slow block time-step(s) being much larger than that of the fast block(s). Fortu- 
nately, with the use of linear interpolation, and given the fact that the WR algorithm converges 
uniformly for the diffusion problem, the time-step is not restricted by stability considerations. 
T~s, different blocks may take very different time-steps, thus fully exploiting multirate 
behavior in the system. The following result applies. 
Theorem 2. Let the equations CC,), = F. in the WR algorithm be solbed using TRBDF. Also, let 
linear inte,,polation be used along the boundary of the fast and slow block (as discussed earlier). 
Then the mult ’ q r‘ te discretized WR algorithm for the diffusion problem comerges to the exact L 
solution of (2.14)-(2.16) for all time-steps At. 
The Waveform Relaxation Newton (WRN) algorithm is identical to the above WR algorithm 
with the exception that only one Newton iteration ((2.7) and (2.9)) is performed at each 
time-step. This is an attempt to avoid computing a more accurate solution than necessary. It is 
based on the result [11] that, even for nonlinear systems of equations, doing only one Newton 
iteration at each time-step (strictly valid only for a linear system) does not slow down the 
convergence of the scheme. Once again, the linear system solve could be an iterative (relaxa- 
tion) scheme or a tridiagonal solve. 
4.3. Newton Wareform Relaxation (NWR) algorithm 
The Newton Waveform Relaxation (NWR) scheme follows a different strategy [5,6]. This 
class of algorithms attempts to solve (2.3) by solving for sets of waveforms that represent the 
Newton direction or correction vector, i.e., the direction needed to change the C“ in order to 
get closer to the solution. Cnrlvergence results for this class of algorithms may be found in [5,6]. 
We illustrate the scheme ior the one-dimensional diffusion equation for the trapezoidal rule 
step with h;, = 5 time-steps ir, each time window. The treatment for the second-order 
backward Euler step and for other values of N, is entirely analogous. Consider the equations 
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for the trapezoidal rule step (we write the equations for step size At, rather than y At for 
simplicity) over the entire time window: 
C n+ I _ $ AtF”+ 1 = C” + ; &F”, p+Z _ $ AtF”+2 = C,t+: + ; ArF”+ 1, 
C II + 3 _ ; ArF”+” =Cn+2 + ; A#“+$ (71+4 _ f ArF”+4 = Cll+3 + ; &F”+.1, 
ctl+!? _ $ AIF”+” = Ctl+4 + ; AtF”+4_ 
(4-U 
Upon linearizing, we obtain the following linear set of equations: 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
(4.2~) 
(4.2d) 
(4.2e) 
Here, 
ri = ! -q;; + p+i-- 1 +; At(F;$+F rc+i-1 )I . 
Also, in (4.1) and (4.2) the C and 6C each refer to the vector of values over the entire grid at 
the given time point. For example, C”+2 = (Cl,‘+*, C;1+‘, _ . . , Ck+2j and SC”+’ = 
tiX;+5, 5c;+5,. . . , Xi’“). Equation (4.2) written as a single large linear system of equations 
is the basis for the NWR scheme. Denoting this large linear system for the corrections over the 
entire time window as 
Ax=b, (4.3) 
with b = (Y,, r2,. . . , r5) and x = (SC”’ I, SC”+‘, K”+‘, SC”+4, SC’z+Sj written as column 
vectors. Equation (4.3) is solved iteratively for the Newton direction or correction vector over 
the entire time window (and including all spatial blocks in the system). The NWR algorithm is 
then as follows. 
Set C, 
Compute initial A and b 
:zi:,t E [C, T]) I 
ct.-npute new time steps 
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Table 1 
Comparison of the CPU-times and storage requireme nts of the regular unblocked TRBDF scheme and the 
waveform time-stepping scheme with b1ockir.g ior the linear diffusion equation: the parameter values are I\i = 100 
spatial gridpoints. Nr_, = 43 ifor the waveform scheme) and t,, = 0.2; window-sizes T = 5 At, 2 Ar and 10 At are 
considered, the system solves are carried out using both Jacobi iteration and LINPACK dense solvers 
Time-stepping 
Regular TRBDF 
Waveform, T = 5 At 
Waveform, T = 2 At 
Waveform. T = 10 At 
LINPACK dense 
CPU-time 
(seconds) 
5.9 
1.58 
1.59 
1.5s 
Storage 
(Kbytesl 
392 
408 
408 
408 
Jacobi iteration 
_-- 
CPU-time 
(seconds) 
_- 
0.56 
0.48 
0.46 
0.43 
Storage 
(Kbytes) 
352 
332 
344 
321 
repeat { 
_xk*j+ ’ = Sx”*j + & (iterative scheme for solving (4.3)) 
j+j+ 1 
> until (residual < inner convergence cnttrion) 
@+I= c” +x” 
k=k+l 
determine active blocks 
compute A and b 
update base time 
1 
5. Results and discussion 
The results obtained using the WR, WRN and NWR algorithms using the blocking and 
time-stepping schemes of Section 4 are shown in Tables l-4. The final time of integration in all 
cases is t,,, = 0.2 (in dimensionless units) and the spatial domain is divided into N + 1 = 101 
gridpoints, with N,, f 1 = 41 gridpoints in the fast block. The initial condition is taken to be 
the illustrative profile in (3.1). All runs were done on SUN/UNIX systems in double precision, 
with the codes being written in the C programming language. 
Table 1 shows the results for the linear diffusion equation. For this case, the three waveform 
relaxation schemes become essentially identical as the linearization step is unnecessary. For the 
case where the linear system is solved using Jacobi iterative solves, the speedup using waveform 
time-stepping is only about 18% over TRBDF time-stepping without blocking, For the case 
using the full or dense LINPACK solve routines, the speedup is far more significant. However, 
this is an unrealistic case. 
‘able 2 compares the results for the nonlinear diffusion equation (with D given by the 
illustrative profile of (3.2)) using TRBDF without blocking, and the WR and WRN algorithms 
with blocking. The results using WR and WRN agreed with those obtained using TRBDF 
without blocking to within error tolerance. For the case N, = 5 or T = 5 At, the speedup over 
TRBDF without blocking is about a factor of 100% using WR. This is true whether the inner 
Table 2 
Comparison of the CPU-times and storage rcquircmcnts of the regular unbiockcd TRBDF schcmc, and the WR and 
WRN time-stepping schemes with blocking and windowing for the nonlinear diffusion equation with D given by 
(3.2); paramctcr values arc N = 108 and I,;,, = 0.2 (dimcnsionlcss units); the window-size for tbc WR and WRN 
schcmcs is T = 5 Ar, and Nfast values of 40 and 20 arc considcrcd; the system solves arc carrxd out using 
Gauss-Scidel iteration and LINPACK tridiagonal and dense solvers 
Time-stepping 
Rcgtllar TRBDF 
WR 
T = 5 At, Nf;,h, = 40 
WRN 
T = 5 At, Nk,\, = 40 
WR 
T=5 Ar, N,,,, =20 
WRN 
T-5Af, Nra,,=20 
LINPACK dcnsc Gauss-Scidcl LINPACK tridiagonal 
-- 
CPU-t ime Storage CPU-time Storaf 2 CPU-time Storage 
(Kbytes) (seconds) (Kbytcs) (seconds) (Kbytes) 
2 mins 53.9 sees 4083 35.92 6102 34.7 2144 
1 min 9.4 sccs 4920 19.21 . 5568 I89 5312 
33.64 sets 52X8 12.2 5424 12.23 5144 
- -. 26.7 5423. 25.4 5207 
- - 19.1 5313 18.0 5021 
solve is a Gauss-Seidel iterative solve, or d LINPACK tridiagonal or dense solve. Using the 
WRN algorithm, the speedup is a factor of about three over the TRBDF scheme without 
blocking. Again, this is valid whether the inner solver used is a Gauss-Seidel iterative solve, or 
a LINPACK tridiagonal or dense solve. The significant speedup using the waveform relaxation 
algorithms depends crucially on judicious blocking of the system. When N,,,, = 20 (i.e., for 
lmas = G.2 the slow block now has some part that is evolving fairly rapidly), the waveform 
time-stepping now converges only in two iterations rather than one. The speedup is therefore 
now somewhat less, as seen in Table 2. 
The effect of the window-size T= N, At is shown in Table 3. We compare cases with 
N, = 2, 5, 10 and 15. As ZVw increases from 2 up through 15 (corresponding to the slow block 
Table 3 
Variation of the CPU-time and stcrage txquirements with the number of time-steps N, in the time window 
T = N, Al for the WR and WR?! algorithms with blocking; paramctcr values arc N = 100, Nrilh, = 40 and 1 raX = 0.2 
(dimension&s units); the system solves arc done using Gauss-Scidcl iteration 
Time-stepping NY CPU-time 
(seconds) 
Storage 
(Kbytcs) 
2 -JJ. 7 82 7624 
WR 5 19.21 5568 
10 18.01 33154 
15 16.6 3936 
2 23.35 8200 
WRN 5 12.2 5424 
10 11.88 4264 
15 11.23 3504 
- 
Table 4 
Comparison of the CPU-times usin, 7 regular TRBDF without blocking, and NWR with and without blocking: 
window-&es for the NWR algorithm arc T = 5 At and 2 At; the system solves are done using Gauss-Seidel 
itcmtion. and the parameter values are N = 100, tmau = 0.2. and. for the blocked NWR cases, N,,l,r = 40 
Time-stepping CPU-time 
Regular TRBDF 34.92 sets 
NWR. no blocking. T = 5 At 2 mins 30.3 sets 
NWR. no blocking. T = 2 At 46.1 sees 
NWR. blocking, NfA,, = 40. T = 5 At 56.2 sees 
NIIR, blocking, N,,, = 40, T = 2 At 26.7 sets 
being updated less and less frequently), ti~ere is a steady speedup for both the WR and WRN 
algorithms. For the WR algorithm: going from N, = 2 to N, = 5 decreases the CPU-time by a 
factor of about two thirds. As N, is further increased to 10 and 15, the time required decreases 
ftirther, although more gradually. Similar behavior is seen for the WRN algorithm. Once again, 
in going from N,, = 2 to N, = 5, thero is a speedup by a factor of about 0.6. Further increase of 
N___ to 10 and 15 once again decreases the CPU-time required gradually. 
From Tables 2 and 3, it is apparent that the speedup (over the TRBDF scheme without 
blocking) obtained using the WR and WRN algorithms comes about partially due to windowing 
and partially from the blocking of the system. Notice that the windowing and blocking are 
interlinked, with the window-size being dependent on how different the time rates of evolution 
of the fast and slow blocks are. 
Table 4 compares the results using the NWR algorithm to those using the regular TRBDF 
time-stepping scheme. For the NWR scheme without spatial blocking, the NWR scheme does 
worse than the regular TRBDF scheme without blocking by factors of about 4 and 1.5 for N, 
values of 5 and 2, respectively. Clearly, in this case, increasing the size of the time window 
increases the CPU-time required since a larger linear system now has to be solded for the 
Newton direction or correction vector. On blocking the spatial grid into slow and fast blocks 
with NfL4* = 40, the NWR scheme stili does significantly worse than the icgular TRBDF 
method for N, = 5. For N,, = 2, the NWR scheme with blocking is slightly faster than the 
regular TRBDF scheme without blocking. 
In conclusion, we find that, with appropriate blocking of the spatial domain and windowing, 
the WR and WRN algorithms achieve significant speedup over the reguiar iRBDF scheme 
without blocking for the one-dimensional diffusion problem. The results using the NWR 
scheme with blocking and windowing are, however, more ambiguous. This scheme does not 
appear to have any significant advantage over the regular TRBDF scheme without blocking 
that would warrant the extra complexity entailed in its implementation. 
It also appears very plausible that the speedup obtained using the WR and WRN algorithms 
would carry over to the case of the two-dimensional diffusion equation. Judicious blocking of 
the two-dimensional domain would be crucial in this context. In the case of two-dimensional 
process simulations of semiconductor devices [7,16]. for instance, one could block the spatial 
grid into (a) a rectangular fast block enclosing the diffusion front where the initial implant 
profile is concentrated: (b) an adjacent rectangular egion or block evolving at an intermediate 
rate: and, (c) a slow rectangular egion or block comprising the remainder of the semiconductor 
substrate. 
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